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A gederal summary is presented of thvactivities of
the Center for the Study'of Community Colleges during a 3-year
project to revitalize the humanities in Washington's public community
colleges. After introductory material, the Center's actiyities are
described according to major functions, including: (1) to design and .

_Conduct la statewide sUrvey On the patterns of curriculum and
instruction prevalent in two-year college humanities instruction; (2,

. to cOnduct a survey of the status of the humanities in the cbmmunity
in which each college is located; (3) to survey student course-taking
patterns and preferences; (4) to,assist in aeYeloping procedures lor
"trpining workshops and seminars for faculty members'who pursue the .

project's objectives.; (5) to develop evaluation methods to be used by
faculty tb assess the effect of humanities instruction on students;
(6) to aid in Ole dittribution of annual reports of project
activities; and (7) to evaluate the.overall effectiveness of the
project. An evaluation of the effects of the.project highlights an
enhancement of faculty morale in the colleges where the surveys were
conducted,Ithe development of links among eollege personnel,
incr.eased connections between the humanities and,occupational
education, and problems of communication with state and local
organizations. Appendices include campus evaluatibns of the project.
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National ;adowment for the Humanities Project No. AS-00017-79-1409
."Revitalizing the Humadities in the Community College"

Grantee: State Board for Community College Education

Assisting Agency: Center for the Study of Community College
/

A Final Seiport, Octobet-1, 1979 = September 30, 1982'

Thia is the Assisting Agency's final report on "Revitalizing the HumanitieS
4

in the Community College" ?roject.' It reviews Center activities by iuncpion

Over the three years of the Project. Detailed information on Project activities

is available in each of the'three annual reports. This report offers aJgeneral
-

suurnary..

The tenter staff was headed by Arthur M. Cohen.
c ,

iead jn.,field relations-including workshops and Florence Brewer-managed survey

t ,

Miriam Beckwith took the

'deSig90 anlysis, and-diaSeminatioh. Following is a summarY of Centsvctivities

listed according to major functions.
'0 o

.7'
S.

* \
. 4

1. Design and conduct a statewide survey on the patterna of curriculum and
instrucion prevalent in the humanities in two-year colleges

In Fall 1979 Center Staff developed an eight page Faculty Survey Containing

. . ..

among other items questions on instructiohall attitudes and adtivities related e
. c ,

.

1

t )

;

the humanfties. The survey was sent to all humanities instructors in the

11
,

7 colleges and to an equal number of non-humanities instructors -.1,458 surveys
0 ,

in all. Completed Survey forms were received from 1,160 instructors:- Center

staff prepared an analysis plan, and thesurveks were aent to the Management

Information, Systems Division, State Board for CommunIty College EducEition for,

keypunching and analysis. Three project-reports based on the Faculty Survey

were written by Center staff and disseminated do the Presidents, Facilitators,

Ctcupational Liaisons, and Community Services Coordinators at all colleges.
. 4

The survey resu4s were also presented at the inaugural meeting of the Consortia

representatives on ApriI-8-, 080. An article, "How Faculty View the Humanitiesr"

40-*
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based on this survey and highlighting the similarities and efferences.between
, ..,

. .

instructors in Washington and their counterparts nationwide appeared in

N. The Humanities and Sciences in Two-Y ear Colleges, a joint publication of the

Center and the ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges.

To obtain baWEline data on huManities curriculum by each college and

for the system as a whole, Center staff used the 'Fall 1979 class'schedule.
I.

from eaCt campus and recorded all humanities courses and sections. These

same;lists mere Berk to the Facilitator
0.1

on each canpus who provided tenth
? JP'

444a

dai and filial enrollbent figures tor each course section. Written project

reports an the'fIndinis of both the curriculum and the-enrollment suiveys.,

were prepared, disseminated to the three-person 'teams'-plus the president on

each campus, and placed in'ithe ERIC system.

Fall quarter humanities enrollments and cuyificuluM are now routinely
a

gathered through the State Board's Management Information System and reported

by college and disipline by th'e Humanities Project Office.. Since such

information is now compute5 generated, hand tahulation is no longer required

-in order to examine trends and gatterns. i

. v

r

2. Design and conduct a survey of the status of.the humanities in the
.community inwhich each college is located

In tHe firiX 15 manths of the ltoject, 'center staff drafted several

versions of the community survey. These.drafts were presented at Core .Group

meetings and madejavailable to the Cammunity Service Coordinatora. At the

December 2, 1980, Core Group meeting, the group decided.that i,he Center

seould work individually with the college staff members who were,interested

and assist-th6m in the development of a.survey: The, facilitators and

'community service coordinators in all the colleges were notified that

4 . ,. _. .

Center staff were willing to come to the campus and conduct workshops on
. . .

.

#
1

a
-2-
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designing, administering, and analyzing queptionnaireb. Such workshops were

conducted at 61ark College and Bellevue Co4ege and at Bellevue the drama
4

. chair and the Director of Evening and Continuing Education decided to pursue
.

1.

qt tecame evident that individual campuses did not have.the resources to

separate questionnaires to meet their own informatIonal needs. .A short audience

survey on attendance at cultural events was developed by the drama chair with

the hell; of 'center staff, ,administered in May, 1981, and analyzed by college

personne1.0 Center staff also worked on several occasions with the Director

of Evening and Continuing Education in designing a survey directed at organi-.

zations involved in a variety OE non-iredit educational activities. By December,

1981, the instrument was ready to be field tested and ptocedures had been developed

tor adminlstering it.

3. Design and conduct'a survey of student course taking patterns and
preferences

Two student survey drafts were developa`by Ceitter staff and presented

to the Core "Group during the birst year of the Project. After the decision

of the Core Group in December, 1980, to use the student survey with-individ-

ually interested people, the Center worked withClark College and Olympic

College stagf in tailoring a survey to their needs and in selecting a Sample.

Then in Spring 1981 when information on a broad cross section of students

and their course taking patterns was deemed essential to the Project', and

collect and avalyze such data oh their awn, the Center agreed to conduct a
(,

statewide student survey. A burvey was drafted, sent/to the Facilitators

and Core Group members for comments, and then finalized. It was adminiatered

on November 18, 1981,to 6,162.students in 363,sredit and non-credit courses

at all 27 colleges. Center kaff analyzed the results and disseminated the

findings through written reports and a number, of presentations.

73 o
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4. Assist the Core Group in develqping procedures for training workshops
andseminars for faculty members who purstie the project objectives,

At the initial Core Group meeting on April 8, 1980, members expressed
)

the greatest interest in and need for workshops on the following threa tOPics:

formation of humanities advisory conmittees; proposal writing for campus'

mini-grants; and methods of integrating humanities into occupation programs.

Responding to theseineeds, Center staff offered sessions on, these topics at

differenelocations in the state during May, July, and Sepfember. Then at

the request of the.Core Group at the Septembet 1980'meeting, Center staff ,

prepared some model workshop agendas; a list of resourte people anci exemplary

programs Zo be utilizes within a session, and an enumeration of denter

responsibilities and the responsibilities of the host college or consortia.

In the second and third-year, Center staff conducted all or a part of 22

workshops an die-following topics: forming and using lay advisory committees,

integrating humanities intO occupational programs, and collecting and utilizing

data, These were held on 19 different campuses with the Facilitator (or someone

else on campus) helping to set the agenda and publicize the Tic and dat ,':

among faculty and administrators. An all.day competency-based humanities

workshop led by Louis Schlegel and Roherta Vandermast from Valencia Community

4

College (Florida) for faculty from ell 27 campuses was sponsored by the Center

in conjunction with Humanities '81. Descriptions of each of the workshops iir
afr -

the form of project,repOrts were written by Center staff and disseminated to

the three person teams and the ptesident at each-campus as well as being

placecOm the ERIC system.
P

-4-
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5. Develop evaluation methods to be used by faculty.to assess the effect'
of instruction in humanities on students

One type of evaluation was built into the Student Survey where self

report items assessed the effect of enrollment in different types of courses

on students' confidence in their abilities and progrgss Along 14 general

educalon objectives. These measures prbvide faculty in different curricular

areas with an assessment of the relationdhip between'course taking patterns

and student growth. The Center staff has drafted anceducational outcomes

.measure on humanities and liberal arts/general.education achieveMent designed

for community college students. The test will enable an institution to determine

the kind-of knowledge students have gained by enrolling in a liberal arts
10

curriqular program.

6. Aid in the distributionkof annual reporfs of project activities

Dissemination activities have been an integral part.of Center involvement
/ \

in all aspects of the Project. Twentr-two Project Reportd.have been prepared

and distributed to key people on all campuses and to John Terrey, David Story,

4
and Stanley"Turesky. These reports and the Yearly Reports have been'placed

.in the ERIC Clearinihouse for Junior colleges.. Both an ERIC toPical paper and ,

a videortape dealing with humanities advisory committees in Washington,have

been produced by the Center and widely diatributed through ERIC. A number of

,presentations on the Project and its activities have been givengy Center staff

-at various regional arid national meetings. A Complete list ofthese presentations

is included in each of the Yearly Progress Reports prepared'by the Center.
,

The Center flas aftively encouraged faculty.and administrators from various
.

Washington colleges to parlieipate in different conferences and workshcips.. .

Thus, both the'Spring and Fall 198/ CCHA Western Division Confereneee saw a

large number of presenters and attendees from Washington. At the 1981 and 1982
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NEH-AACJC "Integrating Humanities Into Occupational Curricula" Workshops in.

Los Adgeles, the ProjeCt was represpted by consultants and participating

institutional teams from Waghington. In addition, faculty teams from Fort

Steilacoom and SPakane Community College participated in the CCHA sponsored

4981 Summer Institute "Integrating the flUmanities and Business Education".

The Center.has also been an effective catalyst in pramoting increased

interaction and communication among'faculty at the same institutiot and with

colleagues at other campuses. Faculty members are sharing their concerns an&

their strategies and extending their expertise to their peers through Center

sponsoted workshops, state-level meetings, the 'consultant Registry Program,
ht I.

and informal networks. -This sharing and cooperation is one of the most

valuable and may be one of the most permanent outcomes,of the Project and the

Canter's work.

.1

7. Evaluate the overall effectiveness of the Project

Interim evaluations were incorporated into the first, second, and:third-

yeiti progress reports'. These partial evaluations revealed_progress and

helped steer Project activities. They showed howothe indivichlal grants for

instruciors stimulated much'activity on the campuses and how nes/course
,

development Os undertaken. They revealed the problems in forming advisory

committees tO the.humenities but also 41e.'positive steps 'that had been under=

taken. Issues in disseminating information about the Project and in Project
f

leadership werdtscussed. In general, the interim evaluations pointed repeat-

', -

edly to the importance of local campus ieadership. A'projectmanaged at the

state leVel is useful fpr. publiCiking an activity acrosspuses andifar.

offering a linkage system. But the project's impsat,,on an individual.campus

is dePendent largely on the form of leadership exhibited there. .
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'What did the Project accomplish? The matrix on the following page, which

is based on Projectoponsored 'activities, summarizes the outcomes canqius by

campus, However, it is always difficult to assess i project's effect in a

natural setting Vecalbe it is inpossible to determine what would have happened

if the project had never begun. Still, it is reasonable to assume that certain

speCific activities promoted,under Project auspices4Would not have occurred if

a group of concerned people working under Project auspices had not been involved.

For example, the severaa Slitveys that were conducted under Project management

would not-have been undertaken and the information those sUrveys revealed,would

,

not haVe been generated. Some of the unique ideas promoted within the Project

would not likely have been pursued; the dpvelopment of advisory committees to

the humanities at the'lOCal campus level offersfa case in point. Nor is it likely

',that a group of concerned practitioners %mild have formed a statewide humanities

association if the Project had not built intercampus communicatiOn links.

The fact that the Project had some effect is not surprising. Any inter-
.

vention is bound.to accomplish

trace the overall effects with the inteht of providIng direction for similar
.

activities. This can' be done by sudmarizing what was accomplished, speculating

something. The purpose oV an evaluation is to

op what might have.been accomplished, and attempting to link Project management

and activities.to the Project outcomes.

The Prbjeces general accomplishments may be readily traced. It publicized

andthus gave life to the humanities as a curriculum area in a network of'commu-

nity Caleges that, for

ha'rdship in the form of

the duratijh of the Project, Was undergoing severe

budget reductions; enrollment caps, and attendant

personl dislocations. 'Enrollments in humanities courses nationwide had

4
already bedh reduced because of changing patterns of internal support and_

student intentions. Had the 'Project not begun its activities just as the

Washington colleges'were going into a time of fiscal decline, the humanities

-7-
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might have suffeted a devrtating blow. The vitibility'given to the humanities

durik(the three years of tHe Project; the support comifig from the level of

the state office, ana'the interc4Opus networks that deVeloped among those .,

piactitioners who were dediLted to 'the'humanities certainly helped to main-

tain this arta of study;

The value, of the Project for faculty morale cannot be overestimated., tit

-
,provided a distinct morale enhancementefor instrubtors who might otherwide have

feltsthat their efforts and the Object areas they'were teaching were distinctly. . ..
.

/

undervalued. It allowed them to obtain small sums of money to undertake small

projects of their awn, aud it encouraged them to work together on issues beyond

the scope of individual instructors. It also awarded recogni.tion for what they

,

were doing, providing them with t4e:rewar.4411at come from public acclaim for
*

individual accomplishment. The appended statements from some campus.participants

clearly ind cate the importance of this aspect of the Project.

The developbent qf communication links among practitioners in.the various
,

- .

colleges was written into the froject proposal as an important functiOn. This

did occuf. The parochialism of individual campuses was mitigated-as instructors

spoke with their counterparts at other colleges thfough the links develOped '

within the Project. Isolation of the individual instructor was broken down.

,The invisible college that has tied university professors across disciplines

.has never been well Sveloped in community colleges. An inVisible pAlege,t,

comprised of humanities instructors was started in Washington. This effect

was greatest amqne-Instructors on the small and remote campuses':

The Project did-much more thdt enhance faeulty morale, as important as

(t
that was.: It also stimulated the development of professionalism among ?he

Jaculty as typified by'tkie.number of professional papers and.campus proposals

fhat they'developed. The call for individual grants stimulated "over 200

11
proposals., The Washington faculty prepared papers for delivery 'at such meetings

.
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as the Community College Humanides ApsoFiation, Western Region. A sizable

group of faculty attended the CCHA medtings in San Francisco and the process

of information transfer with other states was well-deNieloped.

-
The idea of the humanities within the colleges was similarly affected in

a general way. There were +several moves to bridge the humanities-with'occupa-

tit:mai education. nterdisciplinary courses were facilitated and ihe humanities

in community hervicd were stimulated as well. These activinies were not as
,

successful as some of the others, primarily because they depend on arprofede-

sionally inyegrated. faculty. That is, the development of faculty morale and

, ft

:a professional consciousness coies first; atter that, the humanities instxuctors

can take-the,leadan promoting humanities instruction fgoccupational and

community service areas. Still the beginnings of those activities were seen
, .

and'on some campuies Were moved well Along:

The intercamOus connections were best develpedithrough 4le activities

Nonsoredby the Project: The annual eonferences dkew people together by 6

allowing ;dministrators and illstructors from all the campue'As to inter)act '

e
within the context of the activitiea the Project was attemptpg.to fOitei.

The Cenfee for theNStudy of Community Coflegeaassisted tihis linking, extending

. it beyond thellitate throngh its effOrt in tying the Washington"Project with

the nationel CoMmunity Collegq Humanitir! Association, the League for th

Humanities, and the network of-JERIC users. But the main intercampus link

came through the Proledt itself, first the Core Group, thed the Washington

Community College Humanities Asiociation., The WCCHA is a direct outgrowth of

the ProjAct. /ts constitution reflects the language of the originalProject

-
proposal. It has enl ted members from thd)majority ofitheyashingtqn coriUm-

nity colleges and rom .a sizable proportion of individual faculty. This

Association offers a form of'intercollege linkage thatlIndes to continue well r.----

beyond the termination of the Project.
,

,

fr.
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Could the Washington Project be'exported to another state? Its positive

accomplishments certainly suggest that it could and should be repeated else-

where. Much depends on the characteiistics of the various states. Washington's

community colleges are funded in toto:through the state. The State Board and

the State Director have a pattern of,influence that ai

ir
.

coming from.thestate capitarelsewhere. The State Director himself is known

frbm the influences

as a devotee of the humanities. In brief, conditions among the states are

never quite the same.

,

It is possible, nonetheless, to speculate on how a project to revitalize
4)

the humanities in another state's community colleges might be organized. A

project leader with strong credentials wfthin the humanities and in the

community colleges should be selected. The leader could be a faulty-person,

'.

an administrator, or someone from the state office. The important point is

that the leader recognizes that his or her role is to glin support for the
4

project from as many people as can be involved otytach campus. This type of

ectivIty requires an individual who can be publicist, advocate, and agent of

.communication.all at once.

Th9 project should have funds for both general surveys and evaluations

and for individual campus projects. .The,process of re-granting can be under-
4

taken as/ti necessary step inSilisting support. Sma4 grants oft$2000 or
.4°."1/4 %

$3,000 to an individual instructor go far in enhancing morale.- They serve

aleo to foster prófessionalism by breaking down the isolation of the individual

classroom. The statewide surveys enhance communication among instructors and

between campuses, and are important for both publicity and communication.

Community college instruCtors on their own typiCal19 tend lot ta remain
,

,c0nversant with developments in their field. It takes a project to help them

_

. build and mlintain these communication links.

-11-
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Early on in a project the key campus people from all the colleges should

meet together to discuss what each is planning. This both shares ideas and

serves to weld the group. Prom the group of key campus people the leaders of

a statewide organization can emerge. For this reason these people must be

selected with greaE care. The project leader should perhaps assist the presi-
.

dents in seletting effective ihdividuals for each position. A similar type

project might also consider.building in different types of rewards for campus

'people working on behalf of the project. Obviously, one reward is inherent

in the project; namely, the opportunity to develop one's professionalism.

But.presidents,could also award release time or Biome Other tangible credit to

people ac tively involired with the project. However, it i s impOrtant to note

that released time of itself,does not necessarily foster thedorm of campus

o leadership that is required. Therefore, campus presidents should 'review

selections after the fiat yeat at the project and replacements should be

made where appropriat9k

The Washingtbn PPOject revealed certain problems, some of which may be

. attributed to.the waOlit *as organized. First, the Project was recognized
...k a

early on as something that the faculty should become \involved with. )All to 9
4g

the good, but on some campuses the Project was shunted off to the iaoulty

with Only token invklvement of the president or the dean, Accordingly, the

facu10 were on their own and the natural linking function performed by

administrators- wall missing.

the Project managers did not link closely with administrative organize-

tions throughout the state. The Washington Association of Community College

Presidents heard reports on he Project but were noe asked to take action on

its behalf. Similarly the Washington Instructional Commission and the Trustees'

Association were notified that the Project was in operation but were not asked

-12-



to work-with it: An Advisory Group was never formed. Instead,
4

its responsi-

bilities were merged with those of the COre Group which wc;ked out well. But

this move efiminated the participation of the Washington Commission for the

Humanities,'.the student services deans, and representatives from the four-year

colleges and univirsn Slid no other means of soliciting their interest fula

input were sought. Whether,these groups would have made atpositive contribution

to th.0 Project remains conjectural; however, sóMe effort should have been
J

made to include thar representatives since they were poteniially valuable

partners jerthe broad task,of revitalizOg the humanities. IA short, the

building of the Project through the facUlty at the grass roots level is an -

ideal way to conduct an effort on behalf of the humanities but linkage with

existing administrative organizarions and other groups should not have been

oveilooked.

Another problem grose in connnection with the campus teams. The three

person team with a Facilitator from the humanitieso an OccUpational Liaison,
' ".

and a Community SerVices Coordinator were designed to form bridges between

thethree areas. However, the selection of people was not structured or

monitoredwell. At a WACCP meeting in Séptemberri979, john Terrey discussed

the Project and iis organization'and asked the preaidents to appoint people

to serve as members on the campus team. To assist the presidents in this

task, Center staff prepared a list of responsibilities'and requirementa for

each.of the three,positions. Howei'rer, when Center staff first called each

of the iiiersons designated as campus facilitator, a few did not know the had

even,been appointed and some had Minimal or almost no information about the

Project.

The problem with the campus teams was compounded by a number of changes,

inclUding 12 new facilitators during the first two years of the Project. Some



ishi ts were serendipitous hs creative and energetic people wer9,brought in,

but others were less felicitous.. And in nearly all cases with these changes

there was a loss in the continuity of the Project at the campus level, and

the changes have Contributed to the fact that the teams did not function

as intended. With only a few exceptions, the Community Service Coordinators- ..-

and44:7Peeupational Lisioons did not become actively invOlyed. Consequently,

the important links wAth'these areas were not forged and the instructors in

these progzems were not encouraged to participate to the degree that they

might have if the teams had been more effective.

Perhaps the most successful approach toward achieving campus wide interest

and involvement in the Project was the one adopted ht Whatcom. There the team

concept was bolstered by an advisory committee whose membera included the Deans

of instruction and Students; faculty irom the humanities', sociai sciences,

occupational and counseling areas; and a member of the Board of Trustees; This

committee fostered.communication about and support for the Project among a diverse

group of facufty,and administrat)Drs. Plus it provided the stimulus for faculty, ,

to pursue a large number of Project sponsored or Project spin-off activities

including: one funded campus proposal; the'development of some new interdisciplinary

courses several of which are targeted for occupational students; attendance by
.

J

11both full .`44a part-time faculty and several administrators at Humanities '81 and

'§2 to attend and to present at various sessions, and to receive each year.an
A

0

Exemplary Status award for two different interdisciplinary cOurses; participation

in thg AACJC-NEH sponsored "Strengthening Humanities in Occupational Curricula"

workshop; and-the use of two faculty retreats to develop a set of educational

outcomes which has subsequently been adopted by the Trustees and pinced in the

college catalog. If a similar type project is funded somewhere else, the.plannera
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might want to consider using a committee modeled (IA the successful one at

Whatcom rather than the_campus team organization.

Tha Project managers may have-assum a too much latent campus interest.

True, the.humfinities,had been starv6d for attention but that does not mean

that when the "istence of a'project is announced, all the prolionents of the

hurp.anities leap to take part. For most faculty their first contact with,

and the first information on the Project came with the Faculty Survey in

November 1979. After that, faculty familiarity and 1n4Olvement in the Project

was, on many campuses, largely determined by the.interest and actions of the

,

facilitator in encouraging wider participation and in arrangiQg Project

related activities. It seems reasonable to assume that mo're initial publi-.

city and a more systematic way of disseminating information might have

stimulated greater faculty participation, particularly in:ehe firad year.

Insufficient intracampus publicity could have been overcome at least

partially with personal visits from state level Projece leaders. It might

also have been-mitigated if meetings of the Core Group'had been held in

different locations and/or open forums or speakers on the humanitles in the

community colleges were made part of the agenda of those meetings. This would

have,changed the character of the meetings so that organiiational matters

would take one part only and the other part would involve an open discussion

of issues irAlle humanities-. The imPortant point is that theY could have

taken place on various campuses as a way.of publicizing the Pboject throughout

the state. This would probably, had led to fewer Core Group meetings because

of the greater expense of traveling to iemote areas of the.state but they

might hive been mare.useful meet g

As 9entioned above, the surveys served a useful purpose in publicizing

ibe Project. The -Faculty Survey introduced the Project to the instructors,

-15-
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Obermined what the faculty might have expected from it, and invited them to

participate. ..Theresdlts showed that individual grants and funds to link the

instructors with their counterparts in other institutions were high on theP

4"---"..
agenda. The Student Survey revealed the importance of course requirements

as a stimulus to enrollment but also pointed up the fact-that at least one'

fourth of the enrollments were for thestudents' own personal interest: The

conduct of these surveys was suitable to the'intent; however, the dissemination

of survey findings could have been pursued more vigorously. Each survey should

have been followed with a personal meeting describing the findings to the

various state level ad6inistrative agencies and bo the'staff at each campus.

The need for interPretation and discussion was clearly seen with the hdinanities

enrollment data. Reported and distributed in.a Americal format wit.h very

little narrative explanation or interpretation, these data were largely ignored

by: faculty and underutilized by campus administrators: On the other hand, at

those campuses where Cedter staffperaonally disvssad the findings of the

Student Survey, faculty and administrators were encouraged to examine the

implications for their own educational prograns and in some iases, make cur-
-

ricular changes based, in part, on the findings.-
,, l

In general the Project was moa successful in its tevelopment of a state=

wide organization and in its identification.of concerned faculty members who
,

were willing to devote their awn time to the Project and to build the organi-

'4 7-- II
zatiam.. It had several sPecific results as well, including the development

of local campus aavisory.committees. These outcomes mamean much for the

support of Zhe humanities in the long run. The effects of the Project will

be felt long after its termination.,

. k-
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Viv.a.i.on 1,6 Humoniti.e4 478-4866 August 24, 1982

itt

Vuona

Engttah 4

Humanitit4

Jounnat.i4m

Aanguage6

Wm.&

Ph4o4ophy'

Phatognaphy

Speech

Dr. Randy Beckwith
Center for the,Study
of Community Colleges .

1047 Gayley Ave., Suite 205
Los Angeles, CA 90024

Dear Randy:

More often.than not, any projeCt has additional impacts
separate from those Originally anticipated by the planners.
Such has been the case with myseperience is a particiant in
the Washington State Hudanities Project. Through my involve-
ment in, the project the following impacts?-iOme observable,
others less so--have been felt:

*a greater understinding of what the,humanities are and
their importance in oUr lives and community-college education;

*a sense of kinship (rather than competition) with faculty
and adMinistrators on other campuses in Washington;

*the opportunity to experience some leadership capabilities
heretofore untried; 41

. .

the knowledge that our eituation was not singly felt --
that others -were experiencing similar difficulties and that,
together, we Could find solutions;

19



;

the opportunities afforded me to work with colleagues.
from other colleges outside the state;

,o

the vast array of informatiownow at my disposal;

*the diversion of our attention away from the severe
financial crisis we were experiencing in Washington; and

the heightened visibility given our division apd parti-
cular members via presentation at.regional conferences, the
awarding of Exemplary Status, and presentation for the State
Board for Community.College Education.

A

These ere just.a few of the powerful effects that the
Washington State Project has had on me.

A-2 20
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6COMMUIlltY 11101

9600 college way north, seattle, washington 98103 634 4400

August 23, 1982

Randy Beckwith
Center for Study of Community Colleges
1047 Gayley AVe., Suite 205
Los Angeles, CA. 90024 .

Dear Randy:

In response to your request for development.of my bekief that there are many.
intangible retuTts worth noting from the Washington Community,Coll ge Humanities
Project, I will comment on these areas: 1) increased interaction within .the
Humanities Division, 2) increased interaction among.divisions, 3)J stimulation
of general curriculum reform, :4) inspiration Of -professional dev lopment ind
increased morale. My observations relate to my exp'erience with the Humanities
Division and college faculty and administration.at North Seattle Community .

College. I §uspect, though, that you could hear similar-obseyvations from
division chairmen on other campuses. I say-division4chairmep becabse I think
that it is. someone in an administrative position who fs* mdre likely to see
general affects such as these I will discuss in thi.4 letter.

While increasing the interaction among faculty within the Humanities Division
and within the individual departments within the Division may pot.have been
perceived'as a need to be satisfied when the proposal Was written, I know that
increased interaction was a need in the'HuManities Division, at NSCC *the
Fall of 1179 when I assumed the position of Chairman and when I became Campus
Facilitator for this project which had jutt been funded. The Humanities,
Division at NSCC is much like most divisions across the state; it contains
the departments of art, drama, English, foreign language,.music and speech.
Other humanities disciplines are organized in the Social Sciences Division.
The Humanities Project helpedrthe faculty to clarify What humanitfes might.
mean and, in.so doing, helped individual instructors think of ways that the
huffianities mattered to the students they were teaching-and, thds, lead them.
into more interaction with colleagues in other'disciplines because they dis-
covered that they had the same kinds of problems and concerns. If there
were a way to measure how much talking actually occurred, and if that had been
done dUring the three'year period covered by this grant, I believe that you
would see an increase in the actual number of interactions between and among
faculty in this division that related to improvement of curriculum. Just

A-3 .
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Randy Beckwith

getting the faculty to talk to one W1E:other, and then, secondly, getting them
to talk to one another about instructional concerns is to me.a significant and
probably intangible result of the Project. While I could not argue that the
Project is the only,reason that this interaction has occurred; I believe it
was an extremely useful vehicle for this result.

Just as interaction among faculty within the Humanities Division has increased,
so has dialogue with other academic and vocational divisions. While it may :
seem unbelievable that faculty in the Humanities Division did not have frequent
cqnversations with colleagues teaching humanities disciplines in,the Social
Science Division, that is my observation ofthe state of affairs when I came

A to NSCC and when we started the Humanities Project. It, together with slich

projects as international educatIon and formation of a liberal studies cur-
riculum committee, helped faculty start talking across divisions about
instructional concerns. Again, if there had been an actual measurement of
the frequency and content of contact ,between divisions, I think you could
.document my perceptions. Some specific examples of increased cooperation
Include: an English instructor and history and philuophy instructor working
together to offer 15 credits in a time frame that-served as integrated'.
Studies in the humanities--English, philosophy, history--for enteeing 'students
in Fall, 1980. In Fall, 1982, we will have the philosophy and a different
English instructor offering coordinated courses wherein students wishing to
study English composition are advised to enroll in the beginning philosophy
class, and the philosophywill serve as the reading material for the En9lish
class.

6 I.

I believe that'the Humanities Project has stimulated our interest in'general
education and our attention to curriculum reform. Certainly, the existence
of a liberal studies curriculum committee,served as a vehicle for examining
degree requirements, but the material provided in the reporti from.the Center
for Community Colleges and the information generated from the Projeci Co-.
'ordinator's office was important tp several 6.f us'administrators and-faculty
who are currently considering Associate of Arts degree requirements, inter-
disciplinary.courses, general education-requiremenfsat NSCC, and the like:
Whille curriculum reform occurs wItHout such.stimulation as the Humanities
Project, I think there has been more'informed and'commttted examination of
degree requirements because some of us can disseminate to,the rest of the
campus what we have learned about humanities programs at other campuses,
'student views about humanities courses, and so on.

,Finally, I think the Humanities Project hai been significtnt in inspiring
moreprofessional'development and in keeping morale reasonably high tn, our
division, even though we have had to reduce the budget fOr each of the three
years of the Project's exittence. The activity of preparing preliminary
proposals for ihe Projectand then being selected to prepare a final propopl
got more faculty involved in grant preparation than had ever occurred in this
division. That activity generated lots of ideas for supplementary materials
for classes that later were turned, .into, curriculum development grants and
submitted to the District Curriculum Grants Committee, and some of thosrhave
been funded;

22
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Randy Beckwith

In addition, it inspired us to apply for Washington Commission for the
Humanities mini-grants; our division had never done that before. Further-
more, we have applied for an NEH Consultancy Grant (although now we have
decided to withdhw that application and prepare a pilot grant inttead)
and a grant for ESL. While we did not receive the ESL grants I think that
our interest in grtnts has increased because of the Project.

Certainly:Our participation in professional organiiations has increased. .

The Project has provided annua) meetings and an organization which has several
members from our division. In addition, a few faculty who had not published
articles previously, have published articles in Rrofessional journals or.have
articles that they:intend to submit for a journal. Our effarts in writing-
across-the disciplines would probably not be as far along as they are with7
mit the influence, even if indirect, of the Humanities Project. Through the
Project, we were able to have consultants present workshops on thi§'campus
and since these workshops were open to the district, we had participation
frot three campuses and many divisions.

All of this activity such as increased interaction among faculty within and out-
side the div4sion, preparation of grant applications, conducting actual campus
prajects funded by the larger project, participating in the annual meetings,
reading the reports oirculated throughout the division and campus, and reaping
the.emotional satisfaction of an exemplary awardshave kept.the morale of this
division surprisingly high in spite of serious contract disagreements during one
af the years of the Project and significant decreases in the budget which
resulted in loss of long-tifie part-time instructori. It is the influence on
morale, my own as welle as that of th faculty, which to me,'has beep one of

.

the most unexpected yet mostrimporta t Intangible results of the HuManities
Project.

I. have tried to iddgiify some.of the mocor intangible results of the Project, but
I suspect that I have not been complete. While it would be incorrect'to assuine,/
that it is only because of the Project that certain things have been accomplished
in our division and morale is reasonably high, I do think that the Project helped
me lead the division in a way I might not have been able to do without it,. Be-
cause of what the Project gave to me as the manager and leader of the division,
to the professional slevelopment of the faculty in the,division, to the enrich-
ment of our curriculum, and to the-lives of our students, I will be forever
grateful.

00**-Sincerely,

Marie RosenwasSer, Chairman
. Humanities Division

1MR:mw
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WHATCOM COMMUNITY COLLEGE

MEMO

.' Harold Heiner

FROM: Jean Caimean

DATE: January 26, 1982

-
SUBJECT P6j:- ect Humanities Report

se

1(

I.

Alihough the Humanities Project still Jhas two full quarters to run, I would like

to summarize wKat Whatcom's involvement in the Project for the last two years has
accomplished. Many of the effects have been "spin-off," and some are not easily
measurable, but I include them because,they may be as important as those whi.9h
involve money brought into the institution and/or.products produced for it.

The most obvious of these intangibles is the improvemmt in %rale among humani-
ties and social science'faculty which resulted from involvement in a project
which'gave their innovations visibility. At the same time, communication between

faculty in these areas and occupational facultys improve'd because of the
Project emphasi on integration of the humanities with occupational areas.
Faculty who had never done more than exchange pleasantries sat down to exchange
ideas and to discover how they might strengthen each other's programs. And ft -

ts still going on. Activities,involving ALE and Liberal Arts faculty last .

spring strengthened communication between these areas as well. -The formation

of Whatcom's Proje4 Advisory Com imittee,in addition to gving the local Project
focus and integrity,.also brought about communication among a diverse 0oup of
administrators, and,transfer, occupational and support faculty as they worked
first to establish.and then to pursue a rationale, goals, and activities for
the Project that(Would be appropriate toOhatcom's needs.

.
The success of this Advisory Committee is noteworthy not only because of what

.it has helped to accomplish jocally, but also because it has and will continue .

to add to Whatcoes positive State and National image.
.

.4.

'
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PENINSULA COLLEGE

There was little xecognition given to the Humanities Project in the first

year of the grant, but in May of 1960 with the call for campus project 'proposals

and with the selection of a faculty member to act as campus facilitator, the

Project gained far more visibility at Peninsula College. Consequently, in,the

past two years there has been an increased awaieness on the part of faculty and

i'administration in the role as advocate'for the humanities. ,Such avihreness has

given rise to greater participation in off-campus conferences more use of outside

consultants, and more recognition for the resources4currently found on our own

r
campus.

7

Last spring nine persons including the president of the College, the voca-

tiontl education director and faculty attended Humanities 82 in Seattle. Even

with lowered travel budgets, others attended a- varietye'ciinferences in and out

of the state,of Washington. Periinsula College is very isolated geographically

and it is also out of nebessity quite self-sufficient when it comes to day-to-day

matters. Hence, for the faculty to attend 'professional conferences or meetings
do

takes an extra-ingredient. The heightened awareness ap humanities professionals'

seems to have supplied such an incentive.

During the past two years a number of people have visited' Peninsula's campus,

bringing iith them expertise.in certain areas relevant to the.humanities. For

example, under the auspices of the Project two consultants with experience in

14
-interdisciplinary courses and in writing across the curriculum addressed portions

of de campus. Adaitionally, two persons led animated disbussions on bridging
s

-.the gap betweeh vocational and'academic programs and on the foriing of advisory

committees. While.no sUch committee yet exists, theie is interest in interchangeJ

with the comiunity at large. Results of this interest, for example, are the

formulation of plan; to create'a brochure on humanities at Peninsula College and

the Ehglish Department's initiation of a series of area English teacher colloquia.

0
A-7,
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Mini-courses or modules that connect'vocational and academic departments have

not yet been egtablished, but the inclination for such activity is very much preset.'

Three of the most significant outgrowths of the.Project are that people are- I.

more aware a what the humanities are and what they aAnd for, they. are More

knowledgeable and confident of their role.as advoOates for the humanities, and

they arlemoie cognizant of rebources already at hand.. An inventory of campus /
V\

activities along the lines a the HUmanities Ftoject reveals an astonibhing num-

4 41
ber of peopae across the cUllIculum who are making sigpificant "individuar efforts.

=The challenge is to streamline the operation as well as to capitalize on the

opportunity by bringing mre of these people together into functioning relation-I

umanities4rojellat has helped people Ao

lives bare iz1 Washington and elsewhere.

ships. The widespread pay-offs that
0--

comprehend have significant impacts on
'ow

The newly-formed WCONA, a direct result,of the.enthusiasm stimulAted by the Pro-

,.
ject, should.help to lead us into the challenges of the future.

Orederick S..Thompson, CaMpus Facilitator,

Peninsula College
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-Communications Department
Spokane Falls CoMmunity Collegd
W3410 Fort George Wright Drive
Spokane; Washingtim 99204
September 16, 1982

Randy Beckwfth
.Center for.the Study of _Community Colleges
1047 Gayley, Avenue, Suite 205
Los Angeles, ,talifornia 90024

Dear Randy:
.,/

vl promised to send you a-letter concerning the effects of the human-
ities project on +he SpOkane Falls Campus. As we both kaow, the most
important results are those%r which often we have no verifiable data
to substantiate our conclusions. 'I'd like to mention two such results
that I feel occured here. i

.

. I

. F,irst, through the efforts of the center, humanities faculty met to talk'
of setting up a,humanities support group--an "adviiory committee."
The fact,that we digcussed the needs,for such'a group heeghtened the

.
concern far actively Working.tor the humanities instead at siOply
allowing things to happen to us. It but us in a position-Ao act rather
th6n reecti This, I feel, ds. Crucial to.bur growth.

,

'Secondly, the "Humanities:1ft and 82" meetings brCuOt eight people from .

the Falls campus to Seattle to meat with colleagued from across the state.
Eastern Washington,and especially Spokane,is very defer*ive,in that it '

constitutes a large spread out geographic area--probably similar to
Fresno and the San Joaquin and tends to depend on internal.solUtions
,rather than shared information. By meeting with people in similar
disCiplines from- all.over the stan and by sharing our own.successes,
we have managed.to erase some of this oarbchialism.

,

3,

The project was a success thanke 'to people like you who worked tiredlessly
with faculty and- administratOrs. Thanks for your help, and gbod luck

, -on other projects. I hope we meet again and'can wOrk together.
A 4

Sincerely,

Pt
an Welt *'

Faciltator, SFCC
,
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TACOMA
fig COMMUNITY

COLLEGE

Mt. Wandy Beckwith
Center for the Study '

of Community Colleges
1047 Bayley Avenue
Los Angeles CA -70024

Dear

. , With the state's community college humanities project-drawing to a close
at the end of this month,. I want to thank you for the work you have done
to Wake that so successful a venture and to tell. you oPpdme of the ways
the-humanities faculty at Tacoma Community College have benefited from
the project.

A

September 10, 1982,

Receiving an exemplary status award obviously has meant a greatodeal for
the faculty who have been working in the College's honors program. The
award has also helped us tuccessfullpsolicit money for three additional
honors scholarships at mell as get approved some important revisions to
the honors curriculum, Thus, we will now have an even better program.

Most of the project's effects have been less tangAle, however: For
example, it has helped TCC's humanities faculty strengthen ties with_
their colleagues both on and off the campus. The latter outcome has
been particularly valuable. Less measurable, but no less important,
is the positive influence the project has had on the humanities faculty's
attitudes about their work in general. Too often those attitude& are
governed by thin lines at registration and a public that views the
humanities as impractical orjust plan unnecessary. With its initial
Call for projects in May 1980, with its awards banquets, its conferences,
and its, cohsultItion service, the project has mitigated those negative
influences.- It has shown the faculty there is tnterest in, and_support
for, what they do.

Plough the grant runs out at the Vend of this month, the good it has done
fib Tacoma CommunitY College's humanities faculty, among dthers, will '

continue for Iome.time.

A-10 28
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Ms. Randy Bdckwith
Page 2
September 10, 1982

On behalf of those faculty members, thank you for all you have done to

make the community colTege humanities project so successful.

Best regards,

Frank*Garratt
Chairman,
Humanities Division

ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges

8118 Math-Sciences Building

University of California c

Los Angeles, California B0024

yJUL
1 1983
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